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A BSTRACT
Indirect illumination is an important visual cue which has traditionally been neglected in mixed reality applications. We present Delta Light Propagation Volumes, a novel volumetric relighting method for real-time mixed reality applications which allows to simulate the effect of first bounce indirect illumination of synthetic objects onto a real geometry and vice versa. Inspired by Radiance Transfer Fields, we modify Light Propagation Volumes in such a way as to propagate the change in illumination caused by the introduction of a synthetic object into a real scene. This method combines real and virtual light in one representation, provides improved temporal coherence for indirect light compared to previous solutions and implicitly includes smooth shadows.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Apart from geometric registration, fusing synthetic objects with a real context requires believable interaction of real and virtual light. Where shadows provide the visual cues to locate a virtual object in a real scene and transferred light from real light sources let it appear in harmony with its surrounding, the mutual indirect interaction of illumination is a necessary detail to convince an observer that the rendered result is not merely augmented but part of the scene. Such a mixed reality (MR) system has applications in movie production, advertisement of unfinished products or cultural heritage visualization.

While there are a range of global illumination solutions available for offline renderers that produce plausible results (for instance through photon mapping [9]), most real-time MR systems lack such sophistication and often greatly simplify shading. One important aspect that is lost in the process is the mutual influence of indirect illumination between real and virtual objects. Attempts have been made to resolve this issue with precomputed global illumination solutions [10] or Instant Radiosity [17]. In this paper, we present a novel global illumination solution based on Light Propagation Volumes [13] and Differential Rendering [5], which models the change of near-field illumination introduced by the presence of a virtual object. This differential can later be used to relight the real scene. Our solution aims to be completely dynamic and interactive at the same time.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- A system for interactive near-field indirect illumination to model lighting influence of virtual objects
- A novel volume-based relighting solution for MR at low computational cost without any requirements for precomputation
- Implicit shadows through differential light injection

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Relighting
Our method focuses on photometric registration of first bounce indirect illumination introduced by the presence of a virtual object in a real scene. Several methods have been proposed to simulate light interaction between real and virtual objects that either track light sources or extract incident illumination from hemispherical captured images.

Fournier et al. [6] use Radiosity to compute a global illumination solution for a virtual object in a reconstructed scene. For virtual objects, the accumulated Radiosity result is used, while for real objects only the additional delta is added. Our method closely relates to this approach.
Debevec [5] captures real light from an HDR lightprobe instead of using synthetic light sources. The resulting images are mapped onto objects to simulate the reflection of real light on virtual objects. Differential rendering is introduced to superimpose lighting interaction between virtual and real surfaces on a background image, which has been subsequently turned into an interactive method in [8] ignoring however any kind of inter-reflection between objects.

Many different methods exist to reconstruct light sources from lightprobes or fish-eye lens cameras. Nowrouzezahrai et al. [20] factorize a low-order spherical harmonic representation of a lightprobe into a directional and a global component. The directional component can be used as regular point light while the global term is used as diffuse radiance transfer. Shadows are cast using PCF shadow mapping. Viriyothai and Debevec [26] sample an environment map using variance minimization techniques on a median cut algorithm. Finally, single light sources can also be tracked with markers.

A recent publication by Karsch et al. [14] describes a method to insert virtual objects into legacy photographs. With the help of user annotations to define occluding geometry and light sources or light shafts, scene geometry and lighting is estimated and several reconstruction processes are avoided. In contrast, our method focuses on real-time insertion into dynamic scenes instead of static images. Light sources and geometry are automatically reconstructed from camera images capturing scene depth, incident environment light or tracked light sources.

2.2 Precomputed methods
Grosch et al. [10] compute scaling factors for subdivided distant illumination regions which are used to linearly combine multiple basis Irradiance Volumes. The final volume is used to query illumination for a surface point of a synthetic object and can transfer indirect illumination from the virtual scene. Our method is also volumetric, but has no precomputation or rigidity requirement.

In a preprocess Kakuta et al. [12] discretize the hemisphere around a virtual object into a polyhedron. A set of basis shadow maps are computed from the position of each vertex of the polyhedron, which are linearly combined with coefficients computed from the luminance per unit area of a hemispherical image of each face. In a similar fashion Shadow Fields [27] are used to insert virtual shadows in [7]. A shell around a virtual object contains precalculated occlusion data. When rendering, intersecting real geometry transfer is augmented with the shadow transfer through a spherical harmonic triple product. The extended and very similar Radiance Transfer Fields [22] have been proposed to be used to transfer indirect light to surrounding real geometry. However, this requires the virtual object to be rigid.

2.3 Real-time global illumination
Many current real-time global illumination methods are based on Instant Radiosity [16], which approximates first bounce indirect illumination with the help of small light sources called virtual point lights (VPL) instead of gathering all contribution along a light path. An elegant method to create such VPLs has been presented in [2]; a Reflective Shadow Map (RSM) is an extension to regular shadow maps, adding normals and albedo. Assuming that pixels in a RSM represent diffuse reflectors one can use it to reconstruct VPLs with position, direction and flux.

VPL-based methods typically add up to high evaluation costs due to significant overhead or suffer from temporal incoherence when using a low number of indirect lights, which results in flickering of indirect light. VPLs also create local singularities near the surface they are placed on (visible as bright spots) which are usually countered by clamping the contribution of a VPL at the cost of some energy loss. To combat drawdown, Dachsbacher and Staminger [3] propose splatting VPLs with a clamped influence radius. Nichols and Wyman [19] furthermore exploit the low-frequency nature of indirect diffuse and glossy light. They identify discontinuities in the final image to render splats at lower resolution where no sudden changes occur. Tiled Shading [21] subdivides the image space into regular tiles. In a separate step, for each tile a list of influencing light sources is compiled, reducing the final shading cost.

Several clustering methods exist to increase the amount of VPLs without hurting performance. Prutkin et al. [23] importance sample an RSM and combine several VPLs via k-means clustering into area lights. Light Propagation Volumes (LPV) [13] are inspired by discrete ordinates methods. An RSM is computed and VPLs generated from it are injected into a small volume as low order spherical harmonic coefficients. The injected light is then propagated through the volume in several steps, after which it can be queried for indirect contribution by transforming positions into LPV space. LPVs provide smooth indirect illumination, clustering many lights into a compact representation. We make use of LPVs for our own representation in Section 4.

Differential Instant Radiosity [17] makes use of RSMs to transfer indirect light onto surrounding real geometry. Through differential rendering, first bounce indirect light is extracted and can be added to the background image. To handle a low amount of VPLs without flickering, the authors exploit frame-to-frame coherence and blend illumination from each previous frame by calculating a confidence value for each pixel which depends on the differential of the normal, illumination and position. In contrast, Lensing and Broll [18] use multi-resolution splatting [19] to use a high number of VPLs. Our approach is independent from the number of VPLs and therefore simplifies this process, does not suffer from intrinsic flickering and is evaluated at lower runtime costs.

Dachsbacher et al. [4] avoid calculating explicit visibility with the help of Antiradiance. A reformulation of the rendering equation simply avoids any occlusion in the transport operator. To compensate for the extraneous radiance, the same quantity of incident light at each surface is injected and propagated negatively on its backside, canceling out incorrectly transmitted light. Our approach implicitly contains Antiradiance.

Screen-space Directional Occlusion, a method introduced in [24] that is similar to screenspace ambient occlusion (SSAO), samples the neighboring color buffer of a texel to gather near-field indirect illumination. While this method is very flexible, it is prone to the same limitations as SSAO.

3 RECONSTRUCTION
3.1 Real light sources
Reconstructing light sources from the real surrounding can be done in many ways. In our implementation, we support two modes. A simple reconstruction of a point light source with an attached marker extracts position only, while we manually set intensity and other parameters to match the real source.

In a second mode, we use a variance minimized median cut algorithm to sample and extract several light sources from a hemispherical camera [26] for each frame. Spherical coordinates (θ, φ) for light sources are determined which are then placed on a sphere around the virtual object. In Figure 2, this process has been used to reconstruct three light sources in a room.

3.2 Real scene
The real scene can be partially reconstructed from a depth sensor such as a Microsoft Kinect camera. However, the depth sensor image usually contains artifacts such as noise (e.g., visible variance on planar surfaces) or holes (e.g., from invalid or unavailable depth data). These artifacts affect shading of the real scene later on when incident virtual light is reflected incorrectly and small shadows or bumps appear on otherwise perfectly flat areas. By prefiltering the depth image before extracting world positions and normals we can
reduce variance on surfaces and potentially close smaller holes in the depth image. We follow the approach of [18] and use Guided Image Filtering [11] for this operation.

One should keep in mind that this reconstruction is not complete: the backside of each object, invisible to the depth sensor, is missing. Real light sources illuminating the scene from this direction will not be properly processed, because the geometry to bounce off from is missing. If this is a requirement, other means of reconstruction have to be found.

We estimate simple diffuse surface parameters with the reconstructed light sources, ignoring shadowed areas as well as highlights in the image. For each pixel intensity $I_p$, we can recover the diffuse parameter $k_d$ with:

$$k_d = \frac{I_p}{\sum_i I_i \langle \vec{n}_i, \vec{\omega} \rangle}$$

$L_i$ represents the radiance from light source $i$; $\vec{n}_i$ is the normal at pixel $p$; $\langle \vec{n}_i, \vec{\omega} \rangle$ is the geometric term, where $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denotes a dot product with negative values clamped to zero and $\vec{\omega}$ is the incident light direction.

If the real scene is close to the camera, the depth reconstruction provided by the sensor might fail. In this case, we use a manually reconstructed model of the scene.

## 4 Delta Light Propagation Volumes

### 4.1 Formal definition

In geometric optics a simplified approximation to the electromagnetic field for light traveling through space and scattering is the radiance field:

$$L : \mathbb{R}^3 \times S^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$$

For a point in space $\mathbb{R}^3$ and a direction on a sphere $S^2$ a mapping exists to radiance flux (usually linear color space RGB $\mathbb{R}^3$). This 5-dimensional rendering equation $L(x, \vec{\omega})$ can be evaluated for instance for a surface point $x$ in direction $\vec{\omega}$.

$$L(x, \vec{\omega}) = L_e(x, \vec{\omega}) + \int_{S^2} L(x, -\vec{\omega}') f(x, \vec{\omega}, \vec{\omega}') \langle \vec{n}_x, \vec{\omega}' \rangle d\vec{\omega}'$$

It is composed from these parts: $L_e$ is the emissive radiance; $f$ is a BSDF; $\langle \vec{n}_x, \vec{\omega}' \rangle$ is the geometric term for normal $\vec{n}_x$ at $x$ and incident light direction $\vec{\omega}'$. We can expand the equation into a Neumann series with the integral expressed as a linear transport operator $T$. If $T$ is contractive, then $L$ has a solution:

$$L = L_e + TL$$

$$(I - T)L = L_e$$

$$L = (I - T)^{-1}L_e = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} T^i L_e$$

Each term $T^i$ intuitively represents the change in the radiance field from one bounce of light, where $L_0 = L_e$ is the emissive light only, $L_1 = TL_e$ is direct light, $L_2 = T^2L_e$ the first indirect bounce of light, and so on.

Consider an existing radiance field $L^i$. When we insert another non-emissive object $O$ into the scene covered by $L^i$, the properties of the radiance field change: light is either blocked or scattered by the newly inserted geometry. To account for this change in the radiance field, consider another field $L^\Delta$ which has the same light configuration as $L^i$ and additionally contains $O$. The change in a radiance field $L^\Delta$ by introducing $O$ is therefore a Delta Radiance Field $L^\Delta = L^i - L^\mu$.

$$L^\Delta = L^i - L^\mu$$

$$= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} T^i L_e - \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} T^i L_e$$

$$= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \left[ T^i L_e - T^i L_e \right]$$

$$= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} T^i L_e$$

We want to model direct and first bounce indirect change in a radiance field. Two operators, $T_D$ and $T_A^2$ can be applied to incoming light to calculate a new radiance field, which can then be added onto $L^i$ for relighting purposes to approximate $L^\mu$.

$$L^\mu \approx L_e + (T_D L_e + T_A L_e) + \left( T_D^2 L_e + T_A^2 L_e \right)$$

In Section 4.3, we will define both operators $T_A$ and $T_A^2$ for interactive rendering.

### 4.2 Model

Inspired by Radiance Transfer Fields [22] and Differential Rendering, we model a Delta Radiance field $L^\Delta$ by extending Light Propagation Volumes. This new representation will be used for mixed reality light transfer. A LPV $V_{\Delta}(j)$ is a volume of $n^3$ voxels $j$ which store approximate propagated diffuse indirect light. Similarly to Irradiance Volumes, a LPV covers part of a 3D scene and can be queried for each position in space to retrieve the directional light contribution at this position.

The evaluation of a LPV is done entirely on the GPU: A RSM is computed for a light source, and VPLs generated from it are injected into their respective voxels inside the volume (if their position is covered by the volume). The directional distribution intensity of a VPL is saved by converting it into low-frequency, second order spherical harmonic (SH) coefficients. An SH value of band $b$ has $b^2$ coefficients, therefore one can save the entire volume in three volumetric RGBA textures, one for each color channel.

After injecting all VPLs, the flux of each voxel is scattered to each neighbor voxel on each principal axis. The same process can be mapped to a GPU friendly gathering operation instead, where each voxel collects the contribution over a solid angle from each neighbor. By repeating this step multiple times for each voxel $j$ in the LPV, light is propagated through the volume. The accumulated result of all iterations represents the light distribution in the space covered by the LPV, which can be queried with a tri-linear lookup.
Instead of the proposed cascade of LPVs centered around the camera in [13] however, we use one volume which is centered around the virtual object with dimensions usually twice the size of the largest bounding box edge, since we are only interested in modeling change in illumination in the vicinity of the virtual object.

4.3 Construction

We start by reconstructing one or more real direct light sources with position and orientation (e.g., tracked or extracted from a hemispherical image), as well as the real geometry of the scene with the help of a depth sensor or a pre-reconstructed model. We use the reconstructed light sources to furthermore evaluate diffuse surface parameters of the real scene. For each light source we render the virtual object and the reconstructed real geometry of the scene into an RSM $R^\mu$. The same process is repeated for a second RSM $R^\rho$, which contains only the reconstructed real geometry.

To illustrate our method (see Figure 3), we can now think of two independent LPVs $V^\rho$ and $V^\mu$ created from both RSMs. Applying Equation 7, the difference between both volumes, the Delta Light Propagation Volume (DLPV) $V^\Delta = V^\rho - V^\mu$, contains only the change in illumination caused by the introduction of the virtual object $O$ into the scene. We observe that this differential not only includes indirect change of illumination but also Antiradiance (negative voxel values) which implicitly creates shadowed areas when superimposed onto another radiance field.

A naive approach is to create both volumes on the GPU, query both for their radiance contribution for each point in space and add the difference to a background image or radiance field. Instead, we choose to create one volume which will propagate change in illumination directly. To this end, we alter the injection phase of the volume as well.

By injecting not only indirect, but also direct light, we model both operators $T_\Delta$ and $T^2_\Delta$ with one representation. The final value queried from the volume $V^\Delta$ is added onto the background image at its intersection with the real geometry, shown in Figure 4.

4.3.1 Indirect change $T^2_\Delta$

The radiant intensity $I_p(\omega)$ of a VPL created from pixel $p$ of an RSM with normal $\hat{n}_p$, reflected flux $\Phi_p$ and incident light direction $\omega$ that is initially injected into a voxel of an LPV is

$$I_p(\omega) = \Phi_p (\hat{n}_p, \omega)$$

(12)

For a DLPV, we instead inject

$$I^\Delta_p(\omega) = I^\rho_p(\omega) - I^\mu_p(\omega)$$

(13)

The outcome of this operation is that VPLs visible in both RSMs are eliminated. New VPLs created from bouncing off the surface of the virtual object $O$ are added, while VPLs now blocked by it appear as negative contribution. To avoid self-illumination by VPLs injected into voxels which also contain the surface they originate from, we shift the position of the VPL inside the volume by half the size of a voxel along its normal before determining the voxel into which the value will be injected, as proposed in [13]. The same procedure is safe-guarding against discretization errors, where VPLs appear behind the surface they are supposed to bounce off from.

4.3.2 Direct change $T_\Delta$

After injection and propagation of indirect change, the volume contains indirect bounces of light with subtle shadows from blocked indirect sources. However, shadows are usually cast by blocking direct incident light, which is why we inject direct light into the volume as well.

For each reconstructed direct light source $L$, we use the same RSMs $R^\rho$ and $R^\mu$ to determine surfaces that are directly lit. Analogously to VPLs, for each pixel in the RSM $R^\rho$ we reconstruct the surface position but instead use the negative incident direction $\hat{\omega}'$ and flux $\Phi_p$ of a reconstructed real light source $L_r$ (from which the RSM was created) to compute the SH value. This value is injected just like a VPL, created from that pixel, but with a safe-guard distance of half a cell in direction $\hat{\omega}'$ of $L_r$. The above image exaggerates the indirect value for better illustration.
4.4 Reducing shadowing artifacts

Voxels \( V^3(j) \) which have a value \( I^3(p; \omega) < 0 \) in direction \( \omega \) after injection can cause severe shadow bleeding artifacts when propagated. Because the initial injection for indirect bounces is associated to the reconstructed material where the light hits the surface, propagating these values can affect the surrounding real geometry and subtract light incorrectly due to the low spatial approximation of DLPVs. For instance, in Figure 1 one can see thin purple line along the edge of the green briefcase, which is the result of negative green contribution onto the white desk.

Shadow bleeding artifacts cannot be avoided completely and are visible mostly along edges of real reconstructed geometry or bleeding out from below virtual objects. Since this error is related to the light bleeding artifact in [13], we use directional derivatives of the intensity distribution to dampen these values. The same dampening factor also helps to contain self-shadowing.

4.5 Merging DLPVs with the real scene

When composing the real scene with the rendered virtual result, we use a G-Buffer \( G \) that contains the reconstructed albedo \( G_a(p) \) of the real scene as well as the albedo of the virtual object, a mask \( G_m(p) \) tagging real geometry as 1 and everything else as 0, and normals \( G_n(p) \) for each pixel \( p \). Additionally, a buffer \( B(p) \) contains the real background image. For a real, reconstructed light source \( L'_r \), the virtual object is rendered the regular way by adding direct and indirect contribution of \( V^0 \) to include bounces from virtual and real geometry on the objects surface (see Figure 5). For all other pixels \( p \) of the background image, we determine their position in space, query the DLPV and add its value onto it. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1.

\[
\text{for } p \in G \text{ do}
\]

\[
\text{if } G_m(p) = 0 \text{ then}
\]

\[
\left[ \sum L'_r \langle G_a(p), \omega' \rangle + V^0 B(p) \right] \cdot G_a(p);
\]

\[
\text{else}
\]

\[
V^3(p) \cdot G_a(p) + B(p);
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

Algorithm 1: Merging a DLPV with the combined scene of virtual and real geometry for real light sources \( L'_r \).

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We have implemented the system described in Section 4 using DirectX 11. A Microsoft Kinect camera was used to capture the background image, and a UEye UI-2230-C camera in conjunction with a fisheye lens to capture surrounding real light. A marker based tracking approach through ARToolKit [15] was used to geometrically register a virtual object. For our tests, when the camera was very close to the scene the Kinect depth buffer could not be used to reconstruct it. In these instances we therefore generated a manually reconstructed model of the real scene.

We first render the reconstructed geometry with the virtual object into an RSM \( R^3 \) of size 512\(^3\) pixels and inject all VPLs generated from it into \( V^3 \). We repeat the process only for the real scene geometry and create an RSM \( R^0 \), which we inject as negative intensity using subtractive hardware blending. We use 32 propagation steps to distribute the light inside the DLPV before accessing it in a deferred rendering step to assemble an image. A postprocessing pipeline can optionally add SSAO or bloom effects to bright spots and will tonemap HDR values and gamma correct the output. An example can be seen in Figure 1.

We have gathered timings for the entire pipeline on a test system with an Intel i7 X980 and a NVIDIA GTX 470 in Table 1. After injection, the required propagation time does not differ from a regular LPV. For each reconstructed light source two RSMs need to be created and \( V^3 \) needs to be injected twice the time of a normal injection. Increasing the size of both RSMs can lead to better sampling of VPLs. The time consumed for injecting every pixel of a RSM into a regular volume as well as a DLPV is listed in Table 2. Up to 1024\(^3\) sampled VPLs amount to a reasonable investment for real-time purposes. Since the injection step essentially clusters VPL contribution into a fixed amount of voxels, the following propagation remains unaffected.

Better spatial sampling of the radiance field can be achieved by increasing the resolution of the DLPV. The impact on performance, listed in Table 3, furthermore depends on the number of propagation steps used to distribute light inside the volume: a higher resolution DLPV implicitly requires more propagation steps for the same distribution coverage. At a size of 64\(^3\) and 32 steps the cost of the propagation dominates the entire rendering pipeline.

Table 1: Timings taken for the entire pipeline on a test system with an Intel i7 X980 and a NVIDIA GTX 470 in Table 1. After injection, the required propagation time does not differ from a regular LPV.

Table 2: Timings taken for a full VPL injection (i.e. every pixel is used as a VPL) when varying the size of both RSM \( R^3 \) and \( R^0 \). The test scene contains the Stanford Lucy model and a planar ground. All values are in milliseconds.

Table 3: Timings taken for varying volume sizes of \( V^3 \) with varying numbers of propagation steps and the cost in milliseconds.
Table 1: Detailed timings per frame in milliseconds taken for each step of the pipeline, with 512² VPL injections at 32 propagations. The highlighted rows display the effective time to generate the DLPV $\rho^\Delta$. In the last row the sum of these operations add up to roughly 6 ms on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rendering step</th>
<th>Infinite Head</th>
<th>Cornell Box</th>
<th>Stanford Lucy</th>
<th>Stanford Armadillo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R^\mu$</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.0629</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^\rho$</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.0626</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^\Delta$ Inject</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.3674</td>
<td>0.4728</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^\Delta$ Direct</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.7345</td>
<td>0.7808</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^\Delta$ Propagation</td>
<td>3.619</td>
<td>3.664</td>
<td>4.055</td>
<td>3.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V^\Delta$ Propagation</td>
<td>3.833</td>
<td>3.777</td>
<td>4.437</td>
<td>3.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phantom scene</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual object</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0198</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred</td>
<td>1.539</td>
<td>1.526</td>
<td>1.972</td>
<td>1.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Sigma$</td>
<td>11.497</td>
<td>11.2042</td>
<td>15.2926</td>
<td>13.0455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Multi-resolution splatting method timings taken with a fixed $d_{depth}$ of 1 cm for varying VPL counts and $d_{normal}$ degrees in milliseconds.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
VPLs & 10^\circ & 5^\circ & 1^\circ \\
\hline
1024 & 5.81 & 6.32 & 6.45 \\
4096 & 9.8 & 11.9 & 11.9 \\
16384 & 11.23 & 13.5 & 13.69 \\
\end{array}
\]

6 Discussion

When rendering $V^\rho$ to add indirect bounces from real geometries to the virtual object, one could argue to simply evaluate the difference of $V^\rho$ and $V^\mu$ in a shader instead of calculating a DLPV. DLPVs however contain less self-illumination errors than a differential of two LPVs, since VPLs which do not contribute to the change of illumination are eliminated during injection. Decoupling both volumes has the additional benefit that they can be rendered at different resolutions without introducing artifacts, and antiradiance and radiance propagation in the DLPV can be controlled independently.

DLPVs can be used in conjunction with other shading methods used to calculate the surface transfer on the virtual object $O$. For instance Precomputed Radiance Transfer [25] can be used to relight rigid objects on the fly. In this case the delta injection saves the bandwidth and propagation cost of an extra LPV $V^\rho$.

In Figure 7(a) a virtual test scene has been rendered with an LPV which also contains direct light propagated for five further steps. (b) an LPV of the ground corrected with a DLPV, (c) the squared error enhanced by factor eight between image a and b (negative errors in red, positive in green, brighter pixels equal higher error), (d) ground truth path traced with PBRT.
and has been superimposed with a DLPV created for the dragon. The enhanced squared difference $7(c)$ between both shows the error introduced by using DLPVs: apart from errors which are caused by aliasing (i.e., propagation of values into wrong voxels because of low DLPV resolution), self-illumination issues from neighbor voxels bleeding into shadowed areas or indirectly lit areas cause slightly more energy to be present in the LPV rendering. These neighboring values are eliminated during the injection phase of the DLPV and are therefore not corrected.

7 LIMITATIONS

The construction of DLPVs comes with several limitations. As noted in [13], light bleeding and self-illumination are the most apparent issues. In Section 4.4 we have already discussed shadow bleeding, which is the same effect caused by Antiradiance in a coarse volume.

Because of low spatial resolution shadowed areas display heavy aliasing. Increasing the volume size leverages the problem, but at prohibitively increased rendering cost. Cubical filtering can be applied to blur out jagged shadow edges. Another solution is to allow further light propagation of $n$ iterations after injecting direct light into the DLPV which, due to the low frequency nature of the SH values, will smooth out shadow borders. This might in turn however oversaturate the center of a shadow.

An alternative to insert and render shadows is to use regular shadow mapping with $R^3$ instead of Antiradiance. However, because the approach with Antiradiance is a volumetric correction term instead of a projection it is important for adjusting scattering effects in the real radiance field. While limited and coarse at the moment, better discretization of the delta volume will eventually allow higher resolution shadows [1].

The size of the volume may not be sufficient to cover the area of light influence caused by the introduction of the object. This will usually be noticeable when shadows or bright indirect spots get cut-off. Resizing the volume can only leverage the problem to a certain extent, as the sampling rate of the volume with respect to its covered space is affected. Higher resolution volumes with larger coverage have higher propagation cost. An alternative method to light propagation could decrease this cost.

DLPVs only support diffuse indirect light transfer. Better basis representation and construction of the volume may combat both problems [1].

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented Delta Light Propagation Volumes, a new representation for light transfer from virtual to real objects. DLPVs can overcome issues of temporal coherence and speed limitations when using many VPLs to simulate indirect light influence of a virtual object on a real scene. DLPVs also provide low frequency shadows and can handle virtual and real light in one unified representation.

We want to further explore GPU based voxelization methods to overcome issues resulting from the limited resolution in DLPVs. Sparse voxel octrees [1] may also allow us to display indirect specular reflections. Better discretization of a DLPV will facilitate rendering of higher sampled shadows, combat self-illumination issues and may furthermore enable integration of fine-grained occlusion information in the form of geometry volumes while building on the same theoretical framework.
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Figure 6: Visual comparison between multi-resolution splatting (left) and DLPV rendering (right): the multi-resolution splatting image was rendered with 4096 VPLs, a $d_{normal}$ of 10$^5$ and $d_{depth}$ of 1 cm in 9.8 ms. The DLPV image was produced with 32 propagations and 512$^2$ in 9.6 ms.


